CAPITAL PROJECTS
ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE COMPLEX CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
Our plan is to invest significant resources into creating an Athletic Performance Complex (APC). An APC is very important in our
ability to not only build better, faster, and stronger student-athletes, but to recruit the best talent possible. The APC will feature
three centers over approximately 17,000 square feet and instantly become one of the premier facilities in the Big West Conference.
The three centers include,
The Strength and Conditioning Center will include a significant upgrade to what our student-athletes have experienced
in the past. The center will accommodate multiple teams
and present a better recruiting platform. The new center will
increase the number of platforms to eighteen and increase
square footage to accommodate improved training.
The inclusion of a brand new Sports Medicine Center will
tremendously upgrade the current situation for the Beach.
Where the Sports Medicine Center has long existed in the
Kinesiology buildings, this new center will house a fully
functional wet room, sixteen treatment stations, ten taping
stations, cardio and rehabilitation areas for injured athletes,
and appropriate offices for trainers and physicians.
The Nutrition Center will provide a place for student-athletes to replenish the nutrients expended during the course of rigorous
workouts. Student-athletes will be able to grab protein shakes, fruits, nuts, bagels, and other food pre- and post-workout. This
becomes a vital new component in our athletic program as the many demands on a student-athlete’s time often compete against
proper nutrition.

TRACK AND FIELD COMPLEX CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
The Track and Field Complex recently underwent a renovation that creates
a national caliber facility for our student-athletes and coaches. The first
renovation phases features a 400-meter Olympic-sized oval with a nine-lane,
Rekortan M-99, full-pour, all-weather surface; European-style turns; two
parallel long jump/triple jump run ways and four landing pits; four pole vault
plant boxes with two parallel pole vault runways; two new parallel shot put
areas located on the infield and three discus rings; bi-directional runways;
and outstanding sightlines for all field events. In order to complete later
phases, we must raise additional support to invest in the following items:
• $240,000+ in new equipment
• $80,000 to install a branded wind screen on the fences
• $450,000 to install a brand new video board
• $1 million plus to build stadium seating
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